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Contact Us!
Enrichment Coordinator, Josiah Knowles
jknowles@highpointvillage.org

Afternoon
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Classes
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806.698.0015

6223 CR 6300 | Lubbock, TX 79413

January 31 - April 20, 2022

Monday 4:30 - 5:30
Villager Visits 101 (Speech Therapy through TTUHSC, $270) *
A class targeting communication skills needed for
socialization, community use, and transition into multiple
environments.
Fruit of the Loom with Sharon & Terri ($65)
Villagers in this class will use a loom to create a variety of artisan
goods including table mats, table runners, and more! They will
also have the opportunity to crochet their own amazing
creations.

Monday 5:30 - 6:30
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Basic American Sign Language (Speech Therapy
through TTUHSC, $200) *
Villagers will engage in learning basic signs to communicate
using the beautiful American Sign Language. The class will
teach very basic conversational skills and will create and
perform using signs learned, in a song, poem, or dialogue.
Each Villager will learn expressive signs and will learn
receptively how to read basic signs.
Comedy Central ($65)
Villagers in this class will learn the essentials of creating and
delivering jokes! Come learn, laugh, and deliver your
homemade jokes with precision and confidence!

Tuesday 4:30 - 5:30
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Blooms with Bennie ($77)
This class embraces Spring by focusing on the flowers all
around us. Villagers will create flowers from paper and will
learn how to arrange both real and plastic flower
arrangements. Sign up and blossom into a florist!
Real Steel Robotics & Coding ($77)
This class will teach Villagers how coding is used in robotics
through fun, hands-on games & activities! Villagers will
practice creative thinking and problem solving as they interact
with robots to get them to perform a specific task.

Tuesday 5:30 - 6:30
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King & Queens Chess Club ($65)
Villagers will be introduced to the worldwide community of
chess. Each week, your Villagers will learn about a new chess
piece and will practice their skills. Check mate!
Workout Warriors ($65)
Calling all fitness aficionados! Villagers will lift weights, use
cardio machines, and perform group fitness activities in an
adaptive setting. Sign up and work toward your full fitness
potential!

Wednesday 4:30 - 5:30
Stir it up with Summer ($90)
Join Summer Hayslip in an exciting cooking class! Your
Villager will learn a new recipe each week as well as how to
use kitchen equipment and keep their area clean. Come and
learn essential skills for everyday living!
Carpentry with Craig ($90)
Villagers will practice perseverance & focus as they learn
wood-working skills through unique projects. Let's build
together!

Wednesday 5:30 - 6:30
Pitch Perfect ($65)
Join Alexa for a singing and dancing extravaganza! Each
week Villagers will learn a new song and work on a dance to
go with it. Sing, dance, and boogie in this Spring class!
Crafting Around the World ($77)
Step into a new part of the world each week with this
amazing craft class! Each new class will focus on a different
place around the world. Come experience a new culture
through crafting!

All Villagers must complete an enrollment form at highpointvillage.org/afternoon-enrichment
*To register for Group Speech Therapy, please contact Grace at
ggomez@highpointvillage.org

